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Rustaveli – Nizami’s Contemporary:
Revision of Some Poetical and Aesthetical Principles1
Introduction
Formation of Georgian literature in early Middle Ages (5th century) is entirely connected with the Christian culture. It is a period, when Georgia with its literature joins the
common European current of Christian literature. Nevertheless, Georgian literature, as
well as the country itself, is located at the unique place of meeting the Western and the
Eastern civilizations, and all kinds of “magic” is possible here! It is naïve to assert that
Georgian literature equally shares the Eastern Asian and the Western European literary
principles. It is favorable towards the first as well as the second literary model, but by its
essence it is a Christian literature, from the very beginning oriented on the Western canon
and inwardly constantly looking to the East. Its closeness to the Eastern literary tastes at
various times and periods was caused by external factors2∗: a) the geographical location;
b) historical events (political and economic requirements); c) literary tendencies which
affected the Western literary world.
The existence of Georgian literary canon is organically merged with the Western
European literary model, but in some periods, proceeding from the geographical location
and cultural landmarks of the country, as well as of the political and economic factors,
goes beyond it and is inclines towards the Eastern model. Sometimes, Georgian literature
even used quite effectively the coexistence of the Western and Eastern literary models
since it was constantly at the crossroads of these two civilizations.

Georgian national literary canon in early Medieval period
In the Medieval period, which is subject of investigation of this research, Georgian
national literary canon was motivated by the political and ideological markers of Christianity. This tendency was especially strong in the Early Middle Ages and had its extension
afterwards, in the period of Late Middle Age literature, however, with some additional po1 statia ibeWdeba SoTa rusTavelis erovnuli samecniero fondis mier dafinansebuli FR17-109 sagranto proeqtis farglebSi.
2 Involvement of these external factors was suggested by Georgian scholar Revaz Tvaradze in the
work Fifteen-Centuries-Old Integrity: “Along with the Western, European orientation, Georgian
culture did not terminate relations with Eastern cultures either” (Tvaradze 1985: 17).
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etical rules. That’s why it is quite acceptable to single out as a separate sub-structure – the
“Rustaveli canon” as the first clash of Western and Eastern cultural and poetical traditions
in Georgian literature distinguished by profound cosmopolitan thought.
If in Early Middle Ages, proceeding from its conceptual objective, which implied
introduction and preaching of Christian worldview principles and interpretation of the
Bible text, the Classical rule of the invented plot was rejected, in the Georgian literature
of late Middle Ages the tradition of Fictional or invented story was getting back to the
strong position.
In the Late Middle Ages it became evident, that a poetical standard, developed in
Early Middle Ages was dictated by the specific aesthetic and worldview objectives during
the establishment of Christian thinking, and as soon as the objectives were achieved,
artistic text started to return to its natural position: to the aesthetics of fictional text.
“Ignoring of the principle of historicism should be regarded as one of the merits of late
medieval literature, which gave a stimulus to the long process of search for new genres
and themes. Great changes in the spiritual life of humanity, the so-called “cultural explosion”, which affected by the mid XII century almost the entire civilized world, made
its deep imprint on the literary process as well” (Elbakidze 2007: 158-159). The reader
demanded “more dynamics, more adventure, more romance” and literature moved away
from the principle of authenticity: “The above-mentioned became a strong impetus for
formation of a new conception, the basic principle of which is rejection of the principle of
historicism and moving to the foreground fiction” (Elbakidze 2007:159). The dichotomy
of the real and the invented again became an obvious fact.

“Ideal reality” or Rustaveli canon in Georgian literature as a new stage
Since XI century Georgian literature also enters a new period; it is affected by the
ongoing political and social reforms in the country as well as the secularization process
observable in European literature, however, secularization was not that much sensible
for Georgian literature based upon its original alphabet from the very beginning of writing1∗. This way or another, the model of European Chivalry novel can be with confidence
regarded as an influential version of the Western canon, which made a conceptual leap of
Georgian literature from the early medieval ideological-type literature to the late medieval
aestheticism. Late medieval Georgian literature, as a valuable part of European literature,
becomes organically involved in the process of aesthetic innovations and the principle of
literariness becomes considerably stronger. The best proof to it is a renowned masterpiece
of Georgian literature – Vepkhistqaosani. It is noteworthy that the text by Rustaveli, which
from the viewpoint of genre and conceptual strive represents a Georgian model of the
European chivalry novel.
1 In Georgian churches, from the very beginning (IV century), service was held in a Georgian
language.
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This is first and foremost the rejection of historicism and its replacement with a
concept of the reflection of artistic reality that implies a narrative that is as far removed
from reality as possible and creates “new (ideal) reality”. This was a world, created according to the new social layer – the aristocracy that emerged within the master-and-serf
system. The new reality organically combined heroic and romantic ideals.
Parallel to changes in the ideological, thematic, artistic, and aesthetic fabric, changes took place also in the structure of romance. The structure was completely new and circular, which implied a coincidence of the original and final points of action (in The Man in
the Panther’s Skin it is the Kingdom of Arabia and the court of King Arthur in European
romances).1∗ The chronotope of romance is also specific. Temporary and spatial dimensions depend on the nature of characters and their lifestyle. Correspondingly, protagonists
are placed within the limits of their “own” space, which is at times closed and at times
open.
Individual details of Rustaveli’s concept of love are quite similar to the doctrine
of courtly love, which is the foundation of the ethic system of troubadour poetry
and romance. This is first and foremost the idea that love is part of the life of a certain
class. The love idealised in Vepkhistqaosani belongs only to knights and is limited by a
clearly formulated code of obligatory features. In addition, love is the destiny of perfect
and adorned people. Man’s attitude towards woman is based on service, which is almost
analogous to the principles of vassalage. Like a vassal, an enamoured man must be humble, silent, patient, loyal, and self-sacrificing. Services rendered to the beloved woman
are very close to the obligations a vassal assumes to the sovereign. Correspondingly, the
beloved woman is not only a mistress of the enamoured man, but also his sovereign and
master.
The similarity of the problems of world view raised in Vepkhistqaosani and its
artistic, aesthetic, moral, and ethic world to the advanced philosophic and artistic thinking
of mediaeval Europe may have two main explanations: First, common religion – Christianity, which definitely determined the main directions and trends of the development of
both Georgian and European cultures. On the other hand, it is the political system – the
ideological background that took shape in the feudal world, which proved to be a very rich
soil for the new social relations. These relations as well as the moral, ethic, artistic, and
aesthetic values characteristic of society of that time were determined in accordance with
the interests and demands of the advanced layer – knights.

1 However, unlike European romances structure of Rustaveli's work is unified and undivided
and the rhythm of narration is dynamic and uninterrupted. The descriptive side of battles, tournaments, and voyages is reduced to the minimum, while the informational function of such
passages is increased.
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Oriental poetic parallels of the area and Mijnuri motif
However, at the same time, Rustaveli’s text regards with obvious favor the Oriental poetic motifs, which, due to the certain historical factors, are already invaded into
the Georgian cultural area of that period. First of all we must mention the geography of
Rustaveli’s romance, which is stretched along the oriental countries, but as we have mentioned above, the state structure and social system as a lifestyle of all these kingdoms are
of feudal Europe; Artistic and expressive devices are also oriental stile: the use of the word
Mijnuri, an Arabic word that means maddened by love, to denote enamoured man; the motive of torments of love expressed through shedding of bloody tears; a heart wounded by a
spear; looking forward to death; roaming the wilderness; and so forth. Generations in the
Arabic-speaking world inherited a legend about the love of Qays ibn al-Mulawwah, who
was also called Majnun. Presumably, it is Qays, who is the prototype of Nizami Ganjavi’s
poem Layla and Majnun. Qays’ going to the wilderness and roaming uninhabited areas
is the top level of “madness”, where the hero can no longer emerge from and get to the
initial point.
But the love described in Vepkhistqaosani is a natural human feeling. It is a gift
bestowed by God and it can even cross the boundary between life and death. Correspondingly, torments of love and the joy it brings are tightly intertwined and are not described
separately. The emphasis is laid here not on the strength of torments and death. He same
tendency is evident in Layla and Majnun. But on overcoming the painful emotions and
on the ability to cope with them, overcome problems, transform them into joy, and make
life victorious. This variety of love that Rustaveli describes as “brute ravings” “imitates”
heavenly love through inspiration and the sincerity and elevated nature of feelings. Correspondingly, it is described by means of the categories of divine love. This confirms again
that all kinds of love in Vepkhistqaosani, be it of a beloved woman, friend, or master, are
a variety of divine love.
The attempt to reconcile the Western and Eastern literary manners creates the first
precedent of the meeting of those two different cultural worlds in Georgian literary space
and assigns the status of an unique text to Vepkhistqaosani: by means of this synthesis
Vepkhistqaosani expands the geography of a late medieval World literary process – if for
the European literature the concept of “Weltliteratur” is unequivocally identified with
European cultural area, for Georgian literature it also implies the principles of the Eastern
literary canon. Nevertheless, we share the viewpoint that manifestations of Eastern poetics in Vepkhistqaosani are to a greater extent an external phenomenon rather than an
inwardly adopted one (E. Khintibidze, M. Elbakidze) since qualitatively, both from the
viewpoint of worldview and stylistics, the text shows organic affinity to the European
canon with all the preconditions of further cooperation.
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Conclusions
It should be concluded, that it is impossible to agree with the already traditional
opinion, at least for Georgian criticism, that the meeting of the Western and the Eastern
cultural models in Georgian literature is “harmonious”’. Here is an attempt of correction
of this idea: the meeting of the Western and the Eastern literary models in Georgian literature is of “Dialogue-type” with a permanent condition of overcoming resistance, as the
Georgian literature and Georgian literary canon constantly exists on the border of inner
necessity and external determination, at the crossroads of the Western and the Eastern civilizations, where, despite the fact that the inner necessity prevails, the influence of external
factors should always be borne in mind.
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rusTaveli – nizamis Tanamedrove:
zogierTi poetikuri da esTetikuri principis revizia
sakvanZo sityvebi: rusTaveli, nizami, siyvarulis koncefcia,
mijnuri, literaturuli kanoni.
G viani Suasaukuneebis qarTuli mwerloba, evropuli literatug
ris analogiiT, organulad erTveba im ideologiuri Tu mxatvrulesTetikuri inovaciebis procesSi, romelic Suasaukuneebidan renesansze gardamavali epoqisTvis aris damaxasiaTebeli. Sedegad iqmneba
qarTuli literaturis msoflioSi aRiarebuli Sedevri – vefxistyaosani, Rirseuli gamgrZelebeli im literaturuli tradiciisa (igu-
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lisxmeba evropuli tradicia), romelic Tavisi arsiT qristianulia.
es, upirveles yovlisa, vlindeba rusTavelis esTetikur koncefciaSi,
romlis mixedviT, silamaze, aris ara oden esTetikuri, aramed inteleqtualuri da moraluri kategoria, siyvaruli – egzistenciuri, SemoqmedebiTi procesi RvTaebriv aqtTan aris gaigivebuli da a.S. sagulisxmoa, rom rusTavelis teqsti Janruli da konceptualuri TvalsazrisiT
evropuli rainduli romanis qarTul models warmoadgens (vefxistyaosnis struqturul-kompoziciuri organizeba, politikur-ideologiuri foni, personaJTa wre – rainduli sazogadoeba, patronymuli instituti; siyvarulis koncefcia da a.S), magram amis miuxedavad, aSkara
keTilganwyobas iCens aRmosavluri poeturi motivebisadmi, romlebic,
garkveuli istoriuli gare faqtorebisda gamo aqtiurad iWreba im
periodis qarTul kulturul sivrceSi. Damas mowmobs vefxistyaosnis
personaJTa hiperbolizebuli mxatvruli saxeebi, maT mijnurad moxsenieba, rac arabuli sityvaa da siyvarulisgan gaxelebuls niSnavs; sasiyvarulo tanjvis motivi, gamoxatuli sisxlis cremlebis RvriT, gulis
dalaxvriT da dawylulebiT, sikvdilis natvriT, velad gaWriT da a.S.,
rac aaxloebs rusTavelis teqsts aRmosavlel poetTa, kerZod, nizamis
SemoqmedebasTan. Tumca es konvenciuri motivebi vefxistyaosanSi mza
formulaTa saxiT gvxvdeba da literaturuli gadamuSavebis Sedegad
gansxvavebuli interpretaciiT warmogvidgeba. vefxistyaosanSi asaxuli siyvaruli bunebrivi, adamianuri grZnobaa, is RmerTis mier boZebuli niWia, romelsac sikvdil-sicocxlis mijnis gadalaxvac ki ZaluZs,
Sesabamisad, sasiyvarulo tanjva da mijnurobiT mogvrili sixaruli
mWidrodaa gadajaWvuli erTmaneTTan da gancalkevebulad araa warmodgenili. aqcenti aq gadatanilia ara tanjvis siZlieresa da kvdomaze
(Sdr. `visramiani~, `leili da majnuni~ da a.S), aramed am mtanjvel emociaTa daZlevasa da maTi flobis unarze, Wiris damarcxebaze, mis lxinad
Secvlaze, sicocxlis gamarjvebaze. siyvarulis es saxeoba, romelsac
rusTveli `xelobani qvenanis~ uwodebs, aRmafreniT, grZnobis siwrfeliTa da amaRlebulobiT zeciur siyvaruls `baZavs~, Sesabamisad, misi
definiciac RvTaebrivi siyvarulis kategoriebiT xdeba.
dasavluri da aRmosavluri literaturuli manerebis morigebis
mcdeloba qmnis ori gansxvavebuli kulturuli samyaros Sexvedris
pirvel precedents qarTul literaturul sivrceSi, vefxistyaosans
ki unikaluri teqstis statuss aniWebs. swored am sinTeziT amdidrebs
da afarToebs rusTvelis romani gviani Suasaukuneebis msoflio literaturul process: Tuki im periodis dasavluri qristianuli samyarosTvis Weltliterature calsaxad evropul sivrcesTan da kulturasTan
gaigivebuli cnebaa, saqarTveloSi is aRmosavluri literaturuli kanonis principebsac iTvaliswinebs.
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